
Applications

Textured and matte finish vinyl films

Fine lettering

Textured wrap, window and wall films

Thermal die cuts

Features

High tack adhesive

Air-egress micro tunnels

Easy handling and removal

Exceptional lay flat and clarity

Low adhesion growth

Benefits

Ideal for difficult to transfer films

Bubble-free laminations

Resists tunneling and edge curl

Longer shelf life for ready-to-apply 

graphics

Breath easy with RTape’s high tack solution for 
challenging film applications.

As any sign pro knows, some types of films present bigger challenges than others. 

Carbon fiber textured, matte vinyl highly textured window films and matte finish wall 

lettering all offer a great look but can be tough to install. All to often the graphics won’t 

transfer from the liner or the application tape won’t release making for costly re-do’s or 

extra time spent on the job.

With RTape’s Clear Choice® AT75 you can address these problems with confidence. 

This embossed, high tack film tape makes problematic film applications a breeze.

AT75’s embossed surface grid provides air-egress micro channels in the adhesive for 

bubble-free lamination of tape to film. Once on the job site, the high tack adhesive is 

remarkably trouble free. Even if the adhesive sides accidentally touch, AT75 pulls apart 

easily without delaminating.
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AT75 is the ideal solution for the professional sign makers most challenging 

applications. The combination of a high tack, easy handling adhesive and embossed 

micro channels make it a top performer at every stage of a project.

Designed specifically for highly textured films, thermal die cuts and films with a tight 

release liner. AT75 can help reduce stress and increase profit.

In the shop, embossed air-egress micro channels make it so easy to handle that 

even your least experienced worker will be able to produce bubble-free laminations. 

You don’t have to sacrifice a strong bond to get easy handling, even if a graphic 

accidentally folds over.

AT75 is part of RTape’s Clear Choice® family of the film application tapes, and is 

complemented by AT60n and AT65 clear films. Medium tack AT60n is designed for 

transferring large letters and protecting wide format digital prints. For maximum 

versatility, RTape’s NEW high tack, AT65 is the go-to choice for exceptional 

performance across the widest array of applications.

For more information on AT75, or any of our products, distributors, samples or 

services, visit rtape.com or contact us at sales@rtape.com.

FILM APPLICATION TAPE AT75

High Tack: Designed specifically for 

difficult-to-transfer films and fine 

detail cut graphics.

Air-Egress Feature: The embossed 

surface of the facestock impresses 

a grid pattern of air-egress micro-

channels to assure bubble free 

lamination.

Clarity: Exceptional transparency 

aids precise registration.

Easy Handling: The rigidity of the 

polypropylene film minimizes 

misalignment during application 

making installation easier.

Static Control: The superior 

adhesive reduces static charges for 

easier lamination.

Clear Choice AT75
AT A GLANCE
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